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1. INTRODUCTION
WGCS ORGANISATION ANT) METHODOLOGIES

For about twenty years the WGCS has been in existence as a standing
group of experts whose activities were devoted to examine mainly pre-
harmonization topics and matters related to the integrity of FBR (Fast
Breeder Reactors), for mechanical components relevant to nuclear safety.
A large portion of the studies produced by the Group, exhibited a
common interest for both FBR and LWR (Light Water Reactors) in the
framework of the pre-standardization of codes and standards used for
design, construction and operation of NPP's mechanical components.
Since 1991 the WGCS has implemented specific LWR - annual
programmes in addition to annual FBR programmes.

In fact, the WGCS seeks, inter alia, to promote studies and development
activities for clarification and building of consensus at community level
concerning technical issues of relevance in the preparation of European
technical codes and standards, should the need for them arise.
Accordingly, the group is orientated to:

identify and update information relative to existing safety
significant codes, standards and requirements related to design,
manufacturing, materials and inspection activities;

define points of similarity and analyze problems induced by
discrepancies;

define fields for which additional data and analyses are required,
and contribute to fill such gaps encouraging appropriate studies and
development activities.

The WGCS involves EU experts from electrical utilities, NSSS vendors,
engineering companies, laboratories and nuclear safety support
organizations with specific interests in the nuclear field. Although pre-
standardization activities of the WGCS have been directed towards codes
and standards, the group is neither involved nor associated with the
drafting process of codes and standards, the latter process falls into the
scope of International and National standardization bodies whose
information is being considered by the WGCS in a selective manner
regarding their impact on nuclear safety. Incidentally, two other areas,
one related to R&D programmes the other to and Industrial projects
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2.

conducted by EU organizations, have been an important source of input
to the WGCS work. Therefore, it could be mentioned that the work
produced by the WGCS moves amongst the three boundary areas
described above. The diagram attached to this chapter shows
schematically interactions in those areas.

Activities carried out by the WGCS over the last three years can roughly
be divided into two main categories addressing Western and Eastern
activities with different safety extents and objectives in each case. The
Western activities have been orientated to support rules which were
related to improvements of the RCC-MR code and assessing some aspects
of the EFR project. Manufacturing areas have been focussed on updating
previous studies on welding procedures, welding materials and inspection
of weldments. Design methodologies have addressed a synthesis on
"Brussels diagrams" and developed engineering procedures. Two state-of-
the-art studies on inelastic analyses have reviewed methodologies for
nuclear applications. Data from main LWR codes is being re-examined
taking into account recent tests and available database. Two outstanding
ongoing FM studies on LWR are intended to clarify code trends on
residual stresses and fast fracture analyses through the benchmarks.
Comparisons between French and -German inspection methods including
ASME provisions are being conducted in addition to relevant work on
qualification of inspection procedures in support of European
methodologies initiated by ENIQ. A great deal of work has been initiated
jointly with European networks in the framework of the Cooperation with
ex-USSR countries. Ongoing work is devoted to two areas which were
identified as being first priorities such as ISI and irradiated materials of
reactor pressure boundary components and reactor internals.

GENERAL

Developments in the field of inelastic structural analysis, which may be
used to quantify the damage (ratchetting, fatigue, creep, creep-fatigue)
associated with thermal fluctuations.

Background

a) Thermohydraulic and heat transfer calculations/measurements allow
the predictions of the in-metal temperature distributions and their
variations with time. Such information provides the loading data
(possibly in association with loads from other sources - mechanical
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or long time-scale temperature states) from which the induced
stresses and strains may in turn be used to predict the induced
damage (or usage factors for fatigue, creep and creep-fatigue and
to assess any ratchetting effects.

b) It is not difficult for thermal fluctuations to induce inelastic
deformation, for example, a local hot-spot with AT = 40K on a
plane wall will induce stresses of the order of E a A T = 120 MPa
in a steel. This is above the 0.2% yield stress of an austenitic
stainless steel at 550°c, as in a Fast Breeder main vessel. Smaller
fluctuations can cause yielding where there is a geometrical fissure
causing thermal stress concentration or in the presence of other
loads. Local situations of strain accumulation and of cyclic
plasticity (low-cycle fatigue) with also creep in the presence of
steady loads, can arise.

c) Inelastic effects may be assessed either by:
i) Simplified methods or ii) Full inelastic analysis.
Each of these techniques requires a suitable computational approach
and a consistent set of inelastic material date.

* Simplified methods involve either linear elastic FE
calculations ("elastic route" methods as in RCC-MR or
"Shakedown" calculations using, for example, the ADAPT
program) or interaction diagrams which summarize previous
inelastic calculations (as in Prof. Ponter's work). Apart from
elastic properties the only material data requirement is for a
suitable yield stress.

* Full inelastic calculations use non-linear F_E calculations.
They need more complicated material descriptions in the
form of constitutive equations (CEs).

* Full inelastic calculations are normally expected to be less
conservative (more accurate) but the quality of the CE is
critical.
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SIMPLIFIED METHODS

AG2 activities have mostly concerned the "Interaction Diagram" approach. See
the work conducted by Prof. Ponter and reported in item 3. Such methods can
sometimes be applied to thermal fluctuations in thin-walled components.
"Elastic route" and shakedown methods have also been assessed as in refs (B2,
B4 below).

FULL INELASTIC ANALYSIS

Generally needed when "elastic route" methods seem too conservative and when
"interaction diagrams" cannot be used. AG2 activities have concerned

(i) Investigation of various constitutive equations in comparison with uni-
axial and bi-axial material test - ability to model the material phenomena.

(ii) Benchmark comparisons - ability of the ppmbination of CE and FE
program to predict structural behaviour.

(iii) Guidance - the choice of CEs according to the type of structural prohlem
and the availability of material data.

References:

* CE investigations: [Al] BRUHNS 0. "Constitutive Modelling in
the Range of Inelastic Deformations - A-State-of-the-Art-Report".
Contract RAP-O55-D [A2] WHITE PS "Constitutive Modelling in
the Range of inelastic Deformations - Uni-axial Evaluations",
contract RAP-084-UK.

[A3] WHITE PS "Constitutive Modelling" in the Range of
Inelastic Deformations - Multi-axial Evaluations". Contract RA1-
0101-UK.

* Benchmarks relevant to thermal loadings. [Bl] DONARELLI F.
and CORSI F. "Benchmark Calculations Programme Step 2, Phase
4 - Leicester 2 - Bar test. Contract RAP-082-I.

[B2] WHITE PS "Benchmark exercise for the comparison of Complete
Analysis and Simplified Methods of Assessment etc."
Contract RA1-148-UK.
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[B4] CABRILLAT MT, "Benchmark on laws for Damage Assessment".
Contract RA1-CT91-0195-F.

[Cl] WHITE PS, Hubel, Wordsworth J, Turbat A.

• Guidance Document for the Choice and Use of Constitutive
Equations in Fast Reactor Analysis". Contract RA1-0164-UK.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

(i) We have well established computational techniques.

(ii) We have several CEs which may be applied to different classes of thermal
problems - hence to problems thermal fluctuations.

(iii) The choice of CE may be made according to principles and guidelines of
ref [Cl].

(iv) This choice depends in part upon the available data with incomplete date,
only the simpler and less accurate CEs may be used and stated.
precautions must be taken to ensure conservative results.

(v) As a rule reasonable quantitive predictions of low-cycle fatigue, creep and
combined creep-fatigue damage may be made. However for ratchetting
it is only possible to make qualitative or highly conservative predictions.

3. OUTSTANDING STUDIES ANT) ONGOING ACnVrTIES

In this item 3, the most recent studies, produced by the WGCS and
referenced in the item 2 (General), are briefly described in accordance
with the classification principle provided earlier for assessment of inelastic
analysis.

3.1. Simplified methods - Interaction diagrams

Table II

Summary of reports EUR 15682/12686/8702:
The particular problem of cyclic thermal loading combined with elastic,
plastic and creep deformation of the material highlights the difficulty
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involved in providing tools which help in this process. Design code rules
in high temperature applications have tended to be rather conservative as
they involve blanket statements which are required to cover all
circumstances without the slightest chance of failure. Full inelastic
analysis is available, in principle, for all problems, but its use in high
temperature applications has been limited and confined to the validation
of a substantially designed structural component. Particular solutions to
idealised problems with various simplifying assumptions are known, such
as the Bree solution for the fuel can problem and the O'Donnel-Porowski
solution for the same problem, but their accuracy and relevance has
remained uncertain as they included a particular view of how the structure
behaves based upon an incomplete understanding of the material
behaviour and a simplification of the continuum mechanics.

In confronting this difficult position, the CEA/DEMT devised an empirical
approach, the Efficiency Method, which made the best use of the available
experimental data. The technique relates the deformation rate in a
thermally cycled structure to that in a structure at uniform temperature but
with an enhanced constant applied load. This equivalent load
enhancement is then related to the intensity of the thermal stresses by
finding a relationship which is conservative for all available experimental
data. The approach is very sound, as it may be continually updated as
new data becomes available. Unfortunately, the amount of data available
has been rather limited and restricted to certain types of problems not
necessarily representative of all the thermal problems which might occur
in Fast Reactor design.

The report EUR 15682 EN approaches the problem from an alternative
point of view. In the previous report EUR 9876 EN, the general
theoretical background to creep analyses was reviewed with particular
emphasis on bounding methods, which give an over-estimate of
deformation rates in terms of equilibrium stress histories. The report EUR
9876 EN did not, however, give a systematic method of using these
techniques or, for that matter, a clear explanation of the circumstances
where they may be expected to give good answers. The report EUR
15682 EN attempts to fulfil that need, and to compare the results with
experimental data.

The approach assumes that the time independent plastic behaviour of the
structure is understood in the form of an interaction diagram, the Brussels
diagram, showing the shakedown, reverse plasticity and ratchet regions as
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a function of the applied load and thermal stress. The question then
posed is: with this information is it possible to estimate the rate of creep
strains and the rupture life of the component? The answer is that you can
obtain an upper bound on the average creep strain over the volume of
material where deformation is most intense, where the volume is defined
by the region where plastic strains occur in the shakedown or ratchet
calculation. With this interpretation the Brussels diagram may be used
directly to define a reference stress and a temperature, where the creep
strain rate in an uniaxial test conducted at the reference values will yield
an upper bound to this average strain rate.

If the maximum temperature is maintained below about 480°C, high
temperature creep deformation and rupture will not occur and, for most
ferrous alloys, the inelastic behaviour is essentially time independent
plasticity. However, the austenitic stainless steels exhibit logarithmic cold
creep below about 300°C, although the effect is essentially a time
dependent component of the plastic strain and does not have a significant
effect above 200°C. As a result, there exists a range of temperatures
where the time independent plasticity material models may be used to
estimate load levels at which significant inelastic deformation begins to
occur. To do this accurately requires detailed modelling of the
performance of the material under cyclic loading and subsequent finite
element analysis. An alternative approach, which allows the generation
of data which may be used directly in the early stages of design, involves
the use of simplified material models and analysis techniques to produce
'Brussels' diagrams which, for a certain type of shell and thermal loading
history, show the interaction between static mechanical load and cyclic
thermal loading. This approach has been discussed in Part II of the EC
report EUR 8702 EN and a collection of such diagrams, generated by a
finite element/linear programming method, have been published in a
subsequent report EUR 12686 EN.

When we discuss creep rupture life, the problem is somewhat more
complex as the material behaviour is less well understood and there is
very little structural experimental data available. However, from the study
of a few simple examples it appears that the rupture life is dominated by
the rate of increase in total material damage (suitably defined) within a
defined volume due to the cyclic stress history set up in the initially
undamaged material. Hence the damage rate is governed by a mixture of
deformation properties and the damage rate equations. This approach also

produces a reference stress and temperature which are closely related to
those which govern creep deformation.

The report EUR 15682 EN is written in a style which attempts, initially,
to provide an understanding of the • phenomena involved and then
describes a simple method of application. The considerable amount of
theory which lies behind the bounding results and constitutive equations
is avoided, although full references are given and some new derivations,
related to application, are included as appendices. By this means the
authors hope that it will be of help to workers in the nuclear industry
whose tasks it is to support the design process and advise design
engineers. The authors believe that this report is the most expensive
theoretical account of the phenomena which govern the deformation and
rupture life of structures subject to thermal cycles typical of Fast Reactors.

3.2 Constitutive equations. Benchmarks Table ITT

Over several years, Activity Group 2 (AG2) of the WGCS initiated a
number-of individual projects concerning or connected with constitutive
equations for use in Fast Reactor'Analysis. These varied from basic
studies and benchmark comparisons for structural problems to applications
in damage estimation.

The benchmarks comparisons conducted by AG2 members have been
made on four basic experiments: the two-bar experiment, the circular-plate
problem, the "T-Butt" problem and the Salt-Bath test. The problems
selected, with the number of times each form of constitutive equation was
represented by a solution, have been summarised in the report RA 1-0164-
UK. In each case (except the "T-Butt" exercise) the problem was based
upon an experimental rig. The material in each case was a form of Type
316 stainless steel and involved cyclic loading such as to invoke plasticity
and to include high temperature hold-periods in which creep could occur.

Although many items of information and experience have thereby been
obtained, of necessity they could not be reported in forms giving
coordinated direct advice to analysts. The guidance document RA 1-0164-
UK was therefore planned to bring together the findings of such work.

It is pertinent to consider what a Guidance Document ought to be. Fast
Reactor analysis is likely to take place within the ambit of some set of
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design rules, in particular a Design Code such as RCC-MR, which covers addition to a Code.
many aspects of design and in which inelastic analysis may be just one
possible tool for evaluating certain design estimates. Such rules often
contain certain inelastic material data (also used for other purposes), with
which inelastic calculations should be at least consistent, but do not
normally prescribe the constitutive equations to be employed in analysis.
RCC-MR, in fact, notes some possible constitutive equations but requires
the analyst to make a justifiable choice for the relevant purpose.

The literature contains many constitutive equations varying from simple
forms such as the elastic-perfectly plastic model to complex forms such
as the Caboche viscoplastic model. They vary considerably in their
descriptive capacity but, unfortunately, those of fuller capacity tend to
require extensive material data and may well also imply substantially
greater computational expense. A further difficulty, particular to Fast
Reactor problems, is that - at least for austenitic steels - the local
temperature range for appreciable stress levels might or might not include
the cross-over from insignificant to significant creep. Thus different
problems might be dominated by phenomena characteristic of time-
independent plasticity or of creep or may concern both together. For all
these reasons one cannot expect that a single constitutive equation will be
both adequate and efficient for all problems and, in practice, an analyst
is likely to be faced with. difficult decisions leading to no unique
resolution.

The purpose of this document (RA1-0164-UK) is thus seen to be three-
fold:
a) to outline the available constitutive equations with their principal

advantages and disadvantages;
b) to suggest - with some order of merit and notes of special

considerations such as data requirements - useful constitutive
equations for certain important classes of problem and according to
the design criteria of interest;

c) to give the background information leading to such suggestions and
useful for a rational choice in other circumstances.

A specific feature of the work produced is the attempt to include
considerations of numerical effort, availability of data and the influence
of loadings so that discussions do not simply hinge about the ability to
represent material phenomena. It must again be stressed that the
information is supplied as an aid to the User of a Design Code, not as an
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3.1. Interaction diagrams and simplified methods.

3/1.1) Work produced bv the University of Leicester

i) Below the creep range ii) In the creep range

(Table II)

3.1.2)

nfk

13

Shakedown and
Ratchetting below
the creep range
ARS. Ponter
EUR 8702 (1983)

jThe computation of
[shakedown limits for
j structural components
j subjected to variable
'thermal loading

JARS. Ponter,
j S. Karadeniz and
|K.F. Carter
iEUR 12686 (1990)

I Simplified theoretical
j methods of assessing the
| creep deformation of
structures subjected
to constant mechanical

jload and cyclic thermal
loading. Part III ratchetting
in the creep range.

ARS Ponter and
A.C.F. Cocks

JEUR9876EN1985

Computation of shakedown
j limits for structural components
I (Brussels diagram)
ARS. Ponter & ACF Cocks
EUR 15682 EN (1994)

[Design Rules for Cylindrical Shells
I subjected to axi-symmetric
temperature histories.
Study contracts: RAI-0224-UK

ETNU-0109-UK
Participants: University of Leicester
Novatome and AEA Technology

General survey on (quasi-static) simplified inelastic methods ,
Bounds and estimates on inelastic deformations: a study of their practical
usefulness. Theoretical background and computational methodologies:
Professors G. Maier and U. Perego/GEC-ALSTHOM (Dr. P.S. White).



3.2 Constitutive equations and benchmarks (Table III)

Benchmarks Studies on theoretical background of CE's

Benchmarks relevant
to thermal loadings

Bar tests

Donarelli F and Corsi F

RAP-082-I

r

1) Benchmark exercise for
the comparison of complete
analysis and simplified
methods of assessment, etc.

2) Benchmark on Salt-Bath exp.

GEC-ALSTHOM

(Dr. PS White)

1)RA1-O148-UK(1992)

2) RA1-O161-UK(1992)

r

Benchmark on laws

for Damage Assessment

CABRILLAT MT (CEA)

j RAl-CT91-0195F(1993)

\ Constitutive Modelling
iin the range of Uni-axial
and Multi-axial evaluation

[RA1-084-UK
RAl-0101-UK(1989)

GEC-ALSTHOM

Guidance doc. for

the choice and use

of CE's in

FBR's

GEC-ALSTHOM

NOVATOME

* SIEMENS

RA1-O164-UK(1994)

APPENDIX
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GENERALISED BRUSSELS DIAGRAM The Brussels diagram consists of four separate regions E, S, P and R.

Shell structure subjected to:

Mechanical load XP(X)

Cyclic history n6(X,t) cycle time At.

The Brussels diagram for a certain type of shell and thermal loading

history, shows the interaction between static mechanical load and thermal

cyclic loading.

CTt=K
EocA9

A9 = largest temp from temp

history

K = knockdown factor

K (variation of the temp

history and measures the

degree of severity of the

thermoelastic stress).

PL = Load value at which plastic collapse occurs assuming a uniaxial

yield stress ay corresponding to a reference temperature 9 R .

G{ = is the maximum effective stress appropriate to the yield condition

in the thermo-elastic solution corresponding to n9(X,t).

17

1*1

A set of conditions corresponding to each region :

A) f(crjj) = oy(9) Trescu condition

B) elastic solution of the problem

C) Pij ~^ j~ = °

Properties of E, S, P and R

E) f(aij(X,t))<ay(9)

P) For P4-4- the effect will be dominant from 6$

c(t VF VS

For VF (small) {ay(to) + py} = - {ayf t ) + Rj}

assumes complete cyclic hardening of the material

For Vs f(5jj + pjj) s ay(e)
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The limit to the Pregion involves two alternative occurrences:

1) No RJ exists for P conditions and hence the shut-down limits of V s

has been reached

or

2) The volume Vp is no longer constrained by Vs. For example Vp may

have penetrated through the thickness of a cylindrical shell subjected

to axial load. For this case Vp contains a mechanism which allows

the applied load to do works on material suffering reverse plasticity

and ratchetting can occur. Ratchetting can also occur under zero

applied load if oy varies with temperature.

2) Occurs when P = 0 => type B problems PRegion small or absent

1) Required generally a finite value of applied load => Type A.

R : Ratchetting all conditions required by E, S and P regions heats down.

19

TWO ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES

FOR ASSESSING THE R BOUNDARY

Lower bound approach py which satisfies the relevant conditions

but construction of pjj is difficult and such

calculations tend to be rather

conservative.

Upper bound approach

Patterns of plastic displacement growth per cycle can be assumed

and it is possible to calculate loads required which always be within

the R region.

For a given at the smallest P/PL define the limit of the R requiring for

it a search for optimal mechanism (using finite element/linear

programming methods).

Creep deformation and creep rupture properties can also be

described in terms of the stress histories then the Brussels diagram,

together with some additional information may be used to estimate

structural lifetimes based upon creep deformation and rupture life

criteria.

20



FOR CYCLIC CREEP DEFORMATION

Assess: stress history for cycle time At with respect to the

characteristic redistribution time tR.

Show cycle solution (time hardening law).

Rapid cycle solution (Bailey - Orowan recovery model).

For calculation of bounds on creep deformation and strains used a

different definition of reference stress in terms of a shakedown limit.

oR = oy of an imaginary plastic material with a yield surface

correspond to surfaces of constant creep energy dissipation in the

stready state (linear-scaling).

Five experiments were used for comparisons between the reference

stress method and experimental data

Plate with line heating

Two-bar different temp, and material

Tube radial heating.

EXPERIENCE OF COMPARATIVE USE

. Benchmark problems. Principal results and
conclusions

Two-bar experiment
Circular plate problem
T-Batt problem
Salt-Bath test

CONCLUSIONS (Summary)

. CE's qualitative comparisons

. Benchmark results

OUTSTANDING PARTICIPATIONS

. FRAMATOME
Use of consitutive equations in inelastic calculations
based on Novatome's experience is provided.
Charboche's model used at Novatome for several years
is particularly developed.

. SIEMENS
Implementation of unified constitutive model in FE
Programme
It gives a full description of >an effective algorithm
allowing implementation within FE programmes of the
increasingly important unified class of constitutive
equations. Use is made of the experience gained in the
implementation of the Interatom Model in the
commercial ABAQUS FE programme via the UMAT
user subroutine.
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Table I(b) - Summary of cyclic capabilities of advanced models

Model

Interatom (1)

Chaboche (time -
independent)

Chaboche ( visco -
plastic)

FRSV

Strain-Ranges (Fatigue)

Generally applicable

Generally applicable
(creep-free conditions)

Generally applicable

Generally applicable

Stress-levels in Creep
Damage and Local Creep
strains

Generally applicable (creep
strains not separate from
plastic strains)

Not intended for this purpose
but has been used (with a
separate creep law)

Generally applicable (creep
strains not separate from
plastic strains)

Generally applicable (4)

Bounded Plastic Strain-
Accumulator

Generally applicable

Generally applicable (only
in creep-free conditions)

Generally applicable

Generally applicable

Progressive Plastic
deformation

Intended to be
generally applicable
(2)

Liable to be very
conservative

Liable to be very
conservative

Zero prediction for
creep free conditions
(5)

otes (1) Well established for Type 304 SS. Conclusions provisional for Type 316 SS pending a complete and consistent parameter
set.

(2) Little evidence currently available for quantitative reliability

(3) Has also been employed for plasticity within a classical superposition model.

(4) Including interaction of creep upon plasticity. With separately defined creep law.

(5) Developmenis awaited for plastic strain accumulation influenced by recovery-type effects.

Jeneral: Progressive deformation due to overall creep under primary loads is treated in all these models (except Chaboche time-
independent used alone).
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